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TECHNICAL SPECIFCATIONS :

Type C Device Running Lag on Internet : Do you face issues with 

your Type C enabled device not being able to recieve a stable 

internet connection? This is a snag in a fast paced tech 

environment, and to overcome the same you need a BRIDGE!! 

Quick Ethernet Hub : Mport 45C acts as the perfect  bridge 

between your screen and the internet source. It will completely 

revolutionise the way you go about everyday internet errands with 

ease!

Speed Up To 1000Mbps : The ethernet adapter can provide 

internet speed up to 1000Mbps which will elevate your usual 

internet speed. If you are into huge data transfer a stable and fast 

internet connection is indeed a boon!

Intelligent Chipset : Equipped with an intelligent chipset the 

adapter works in perfect sync with the data source to provide you 

uninterrupted internet flow. The adapter has been wired in a 

manner that supports even intangible data speed!

Varied Compatibility : No matter what operating system you 

have, mac OS, Linux, Microsoft the adapter is compatible with all 

and so goes for the devices that it is connected to! This way you 

can use it multifariously across a range of systems.

LED Blink Instructor : The adapter has yellow and green LED blink 

indicators that denote the device’s status of working. This way you 

can effectively control the adapter and the source device 

throughout the runtime. 

Lightweight and Portable : Mport 45C is an absolute lightweight 

ethernet adapter that does the job of heavyweight ports without 

even flinching. The best part is it is portable and even durable 

owing to its power built body! 

Model : Mport 45C

Product Code : POR 1482 (black)

USB : Type C

Port  : RJ45


